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.' CHAPl'ER I 
PROBLEM 
. 
. .. ., 
Today there is a popular demand for first-hand information con-
cerning the Negro. Secondary schools, colleges, forums and clubs are in-
• 
terested in the actual conditions as they effect the race and in the Negro's 
reaction to these conditions. During the last six years there have been 
seven hundred and two Masters' theses and ninety-seven Doctors' disserta-
tions on topics relating to the Negro.l 
Research questions are legion, and many phases of t he race have 
been considered. Few of these research papers have dealt with the Catholic 
attitude, and too ma.ny books have ignored the contribution of the Church 
toward the education of the Negro. 
It is hoped that this brief study of St. Elizabeth's Parish, 
Chicago, Will urge others to acquaint themselves with the spiritual, finan-
cial, and educational problems of the twelve million Negroes of the United 
States, two hundred fifty thousand of whom are Catholics. 
There is a constant influx of Negroes to Chicago. A large pro-
portion of them have come from Catholic sections of LOuisiana where the 
Church was the center of activity and the priest was father, friend, and 
1 Ellis O. Knox, Negro!!.! Subject ~ Research, Vol. 7, p. 172. 1938. 
I 
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advisor; or from little rural sections of Mississippi, Arkansas and other 
southern states. Because of financial conditions, together with.consider-
able racial prejudice, they find themselves segregated in houses that prove 
a barrier to morals and health. 
Among these Colored migrants from the south are Catholics, who not 
.. 47 
infrequently meet here from their own and fram the white groups a ridicule 
which seeks to destroy the simple faith which is theirs. They were used to 
segregation in the South, and the question, "~are I enter a church which 
whites attend?" fills them with fear. It is here that the Catholic Church, 
true to the cornma.nd of her Divine Founder, "Teach all nations," springs to 
the rescue and invites not only the constituted members, but, likewise any 
and all who wish to become such. 
For thirty-five years the Negro has had his own Catholic conmunity 
on the South Side. It is the purpose of this paper to study the cultural 
aDi educational contributions ot St. Elizabeth's Parish to these Negroes, 
under these headings: 
1. To survey the educational offering and opportunity 
offered; 
2. To show the effect of these contributions; 
3. To suggest, if possible, adequate curriculum changes. 
As no formal studies have been made relating to this problem, much of the 
information given in this study has come directly from living members of 
the Parish, and fran. the Sisters who have worked among the people. Case 
studies ot some of the former students of the high school are submitted. 
I 
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.' 
BACKGROUND OF ST. ELIZABErH t S PARISH 
According to the 1930 census, there are 236,305 Negroes in Cook 
. 2 
Oounty- This is not counting the many wlro"'are "passing", that is, those 
who are able to leave the rank and file of the segregated group and enjoy 
all the advantages of the white man. 
The period between 1920 and 1930 shows an increase of 113.7% in 
the Negro population of this area. . In the South from which most of the 
migrants came, the living conditions of the Negroes were, in general, but 
little better, if not actually worse, than in the dreadful days of slavery. 
Their homes were shacks of the poorest type, and large numbers were forced 
to live Without sanitary conditions and with no protection for family rela-
tionships.3 
... 
Reports from the North from friends or from northern Negro papers, 
to the effect that here in this new Canaan there was no Jim-Crow system, no 
lynching, that his children could have the same opportl.mities as the white 
child, that there was more money to be made frOl& the many jobs available, 
urged the poor Negro to try to better himself in these northern climes. 
Reduced rates on the trains and various transportation companies Dade it 
easy for the Feat int'lux.4 Chicago has felt this great wave of migration, 
2 World Almanac and Book of Facts - 1989. 
3 E. B. Reuter, ; A;;;i~ Race Problem, p. 45. - "In most of the towns 
and Villa.i8S and in sc:iiieOf' t he larger cities Slch as New Orfeans, 
the houses are duplicates of the plantation shacks, typically 
4 dilapidated and usually devoid of sanitary conveniences." 
Ibid., p. 222. 
I 
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8J1d today on our south Side, known. as the "Black Belt", we have hundreds of 
.' people not properly housed, in sections where material and moral standards 
are lowest. 5 Many of these houses had been occupied by white people. 6 
A trip along Stat e Street, Dearborn, Federal, Indiana Avenue, Calumet Avenue, 
or 8DY ot the cross streets from. 29th to 43~. will show the Visit or tenement 
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ot the old type, in varying stages of delapidation. The streets, alleys, 
and vacant lots are littered With paper and garbage. The alleys around the 
school, church, rectory, and convent are as sa4!ly ignored by 8llY civic 
cleaning department as those around. the poorest hovels. In the houses 
T1sited, the ordinary conveniences, today considered neceSSities, are often 
lacking. Heating in lII8Ily ot these cases is done by stoves; no bathrocm 
tacilities are to be found, electricity has been cut ott and the old-time 
kerosene lamp is dOing serVice. 
5 Mary E. Ogden, ~ Chicago Negro Community, pp. 126-140. 
District 6 - Population 4,271 
Population density per square mile, 21,248 
Families doubled up 10.1% 
District 7 - Population 5,278 
Population density per square mile, 22,354 
Families doubled up 14.9% 
District 9 - Population 7,465 
Population density per square mile, 32,400 
Families doubled up 12.4% 
District 10- Population 18,166 
Population density per square mile, 38,816 
Families doubled up 24.7% 
District 13- Population 23,357 
Population density per square mile, 54,129 
Families doubled up 25.2% 
6 Jerome Dowd, NegrO ~ American~, p. 31. 
I 
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TO meet the heavy demand for living quarters, apartment houses 
.' have been remodeled, and as a result, kitchenettes are to be found in this 
area visited. This condition means that privacy and morals must suffer. 
In a recent visitation of homes in this district, such conditions as the 
following were found: .... ., 
A 6-apartment house made into 46 kitchenettes with 7 bathrooms 
A 2-apartment house made into 25 kitchenettes with 2 bathrooms 
A l2-apartment house made into 74 kitcheqettes with 12 bathrooms 
An 8-apartment house mde into 58 kitchet!t!ttes with 9 bathrooms 
A 24-apartment house mde into 125 kitchenettes with 24 bathrooms 
A 6-apartment house made into 66 kitchenettes With 6 bathrooms 
A 5-story house made into 159 kitchenettes with 25 bathrooms 
A 24-roam house made into 48 kitchenettes with 4 bathrooms 
An ll-room. house made into 12 kitchenettes with 2 bathrooms 
In one kitchenette, we found a father, mother and six children. Living 
rooms were to be found in the basement of many of these houses and in 
several cases, hall closets were used for sleeping quarters. Landlords 
dananded exorbitant rent fran these people, who were either on relief or 
were receiving mere pittances far their labor. In the clothes closet wasA' 
found a gas plate far cooking purposes. In these sections, people paid 
five dollars for one dingy room. Dirty ice boxes and garbage in the hall 
were comnon sights. E1ght dollars to eleven dollars a week were paid for I 
aplrtments with a clothes closet kitchen. No lalmdry facilities were to 
be found. 
Close by the convent is a Six-apartment building which may serve 
to illustrate ,the exorbitant rents paid by the poor, struggling Negro. 
Eaoh apartment has been divided into three apartments. The front and rear 
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apartments cost $32.50 a month - the middle ones cost $25. Down in the 
.' basement were found five apartments - the front ones cost $25, the otters, 
$22.50. This building with its constantly shifting occupants nets the 
owner $657.50 a molllith. Oompare this income to that of the days when six 
white families lived in the house. In the petter sections visited, where 
the apartments consist of three and one-half rooms, the rent is $42.50 a 
month. In these houses each family has its own bathroom. The electric 
washing machine is found in the basement and Gine my use it after dropping 
a dime in the slot. The four-room apartment costs the Oolored family, 
$47.50 a month. Directly across from this neighborhood were the apartments 
for "Whites only." Visiting one of our former students, who is "passing", 
we found apartments of five roans, with frigidaire, laundry and automatic 
drying - all for $35.00 a month. The Negro, with his meagre wages or his 
w. P. A. compensat ion, must pay dearly to live, while he knows hi s whit e 
brother across the dividing line, with his fairly good salary, can live 
better and cheaper. The whi te tenant has his home decorated, but the 
agents collecting the darker man's money, see little use for bettering the 
living conditions so dearly paid for by those suffering from segregation. 7 
7 Ohicago Oamnission ~ ~ RelatiOns, p. 201 - "Little repairing is done 
tram year to year ••••••••••••••••••• One of the reasons for the 
delapidated character of the Negro houses is that the landlord, 
knOWing the difficulty of the Negro's finding a house elsewhere, 
does not feel compelled to keep up repairs. Another reason ~s 
that, when a Negro purchases a home on the installment plan, the 
periodic payments often leave nothing for mintenance." 
I 
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Of course, there is a brighter picture to be painted. As we 
4' 
Tie1ted on south Parkway, and went farther south in the neighboring parishes 
we met the "better class" who have rented or bought the brown and grey stone 
residences with balconies of stone and ornamented iron. The greater number 
of these people have forfeited the luxury of,privacy and have had recourse 
.... 
to roomers to help meet the financial problem. Dowd tells us that the 
reason for this is chiefly that the Negro tenant feels compelled to take in 
8 lodgers to meet the high rents. 
Labor conditions are acute in this section. The stockyards and 
the railroads furnish employment to many, but approximately 88,600 Negroes 
are on relief. 9 The low wages of the father very often necessitate that 
10 
the mother seek employment outside the hame. The long working hours of 
both parents campel the children to be without protection. In one house 
we found the following condition existing:- a mother forced to leave home 
at five every morning, leaving the ten-year-old girl and. the eleven-year-old 
boy alone in the house. The alam. was set and put in the boy's room, 
trusting that he would awaken, call his Sister, get breakfast and hurry away 
to school. Reuter tells us, "The wemen are forced into wolk away fran. heme 
and their children left without oversight." 
11 I 
8 1erame Dowd, Negro,!!!, American.!:!!!, p. 37. - "One ot the worst phases of 
9 home lite in Negro quarters is the large number of lodgers per house." 
ChiCagO Relief Administration ~port: "Total number on relief in Chicago, 
10 221,497. Estimated that 4 are Negroes, 88,598.8 • 
1erane Dowd, Negro.!!!. American~, p. 37 - "Married Negro women, to a 
greater extent than the married women ot any other group in the United 
States, carry on some kind of gainful occupation and work way trom 
home." 
U E. B. Reuter, American ~ Problem, p. 357 
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Since a very high percentage of the Negroes in the city (perhaps 
50%) are unemployed and forced by their home restrictions to loll ~out the 
streets or in taverns, it is easy to realize that crime should be rampant. 
Houses of ill fame are allowed to openly carryon t heir evil work, as re-
ports show the Negro quarter and vice quarter. have always been close to-
.... ., , 
gether. Gambling houses and taverns are numerous; low-class moving pict ure 
12-13 
houses are well advertized and well patronized. Feeble-minded and 
14 detective Negroes roam at will. We read i~Reuter, "The @8neral statis-
ticS seem to indicate a greater amount ot criminality on the part ot the 
Negro than ot the white element of the population.,,15 These statistics 
may not be absolutely true because of t he difference in the way offenders 
ot the two races are handled. It has been declared that, "An of tense ·can-
mitted by a Negro is perhaps more likely to be punished than the same of-
tense committed by a white man. It is probable that the Negro, when 
brought to trial on a criminal charge, is in fewer instances able to employ 
12 E. B. Reuter, American Race Problem, p. 356. - "Their housing condi tiona-
are poor, crowded a~sanitary. Their surroundings are usually 
viciOUS; the houses of prostitution are in most cases either in or 
adjacent to the Negro settlement." 
13 Ohicago OOmmittee ..2!!. ~ Relations, pp. 343-344. - "Invariably the 
largest vice districts have been created within or near the settle-
ment of Oolored people. The situation along State Street from 16th 
South is an illustration. Vicious resorts and an abnonnally large 
number of them are found between 31st and 55th Street. In close 
relation to the disorderly houses are the vicious cabarets. Gambling 
1 is found to be prevalent in many places in this section." 
4 E. B. Reuter, American Race Problem, p. 356. - "There is nowhere any 
adequate provision. ma;;:e-for the segregation and proper care of feeble 
minded and otherwise detective Negroes. In general it is only the 
helpless and idiotic who are turned over to the public authorities; 
the great majority of the mentally defecti ve reuain at large. Thi s 
failure adequately to restrain and segregate the defectives explains 
many crimes camnitted by members of the race." 
15 _Ibid., p. 351. 
I 
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the expert counsel to defend his case and assist him. in taking advantage of 
.' any technicalities in the law which may be in his favor. The Negro is more 
otten unable to pay the fine and is, therefore, more likely to be sent to 
jail. "16 
TuberculOSiS, pneumonia, heart treuftle and venereal diseases 
17 
cause many deaths. ACCOrding to Reuter, "The Negro death rate is higher 
than that of any other large group in the population. n18 The infant mortal 
.. 
ity is very high, due to ignorance and poverty.19 In sections where the 
Negro finds better hOUSing faCilities, the death toll is very different, 
varying little from that of the white race. 
Religion has always played an important role in the life of the 
Negro. The Oatholios of Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, and Maryland permltte 
the slaves to attend religious services, With them. Pews in t he rear of the 
ohurch or places in the gallery were reserved for them. Today in the South, 
in some so-called "white churohes" we find a few rear seats marked, "Oolorau 
people only." In many states. laws were enacted preventing the education 
of the Negro, but the law was often ignored by the Oatholic slave-holder. 
During the week, the mother and daughters would gather the house slaves for I 
instruction. On Sundays, the other slaves were included. Later on we 
read in the works of 1lloodson that, "Put to shame by the noble example of the 
16 Ibid., p. 336. 
17 Ibid., p. 183. 
18 Ibid., p. 175. 
19 Ibid., p. 179 
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CatholiCS, the English colOnists had to find a way to overcome the objections 
of those who, granting that the enlightenment of the slaves might ~Ot lead to 
servile insurrection, nevertheless teared that their conversion might work 
manumission. To meet this exigency, the colonists secured through legisla-
tion by their assemblies and formal declaration by the Bishop of London, the 
. .., 
abrogation of the law that a Christian could not be held as a slave. ,,20 
Hence the Protestants per.m1tted the baptism of slaves • 
• Before the emancipation of the slaves, the Catholic Church, while 
not forgetful of her duty to the Negro, could do little even for those who· 
held membership in:. the church. 21 The Church in the South was Without 
priests and Without money, hedged round by the many laws and conventions 
which a bigoted hatred of Catholicity had engendered. J"oseph Butsch tells 
us that, "Before the emancipation of the slaves in the United States, great 
difficulties prevented the Catholic Church tram benefiting the Slaves, es-
pecially in those parts where the church had no adherents ,and no freedom to 
.... 
act. The Church had but a limited number of clergy and small means. The 
most of the South was predominantly Protestant and in same sections, penal 
laws were in force against Catholics.,,22 Even today the lack of priests is 
so great that a map of the Southern states with the counties in black where 
there are no resident priests shows the region to be veritably a "black belt. 
20 Carter Woodson, Education 2!...!a!. Negro Prior to 1861: Introduction .. 
21 John T. Gillard, s.e.J., The Negro American, p. 23. - "The Catholic 
Church was never in a position to exert much influence on slavery 
in what is now the United states." 
22 Joseph Butsch, CathOlics ~!!!! Negro, J"ournal of Negro History, II, 
pp. 393-410 
I 
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Priests representing the Jesuits, Sulpicians, Josephites, Holy Ghost Fathers, 
.' society of the Divine Word; Sisters of the Holy Family, the Oblate Sisters, 
Franciscan Sisters and the Blessed Sacrament Sisters are proving to the 
world that the Negro is hungering for his God and for education. Yearly, 
other orders are going into this field and f;nding great joy in bringing 
sunshine to the most neglected and despised people of our CO'lmtry. 
The greater number of Negroes have been surrounded by Protestant 
,. 23 
influences and the majority are Methodists and Baptists. Little churches 
were established in many sections where the ministers were uneducated men, 
whose only qualifications were their power to preach a "powerful" sermon and 
to rai se money. 24 
The Negro was glad to have a church of his own. He had held an 
inferior position in the white man's church, having no vOice in church af-
fairs. The church became an instrument wherein he could voice his opinions; 
it became a center around which the social and public life evolved. Pol i .... 
ticians, business and professional men often depended upon their church mam-
bersh1p to increase t heir prestige. The arnot ional frenz1 ed type of service 
attracted the illiterate Negro. I 
The great majority of Negroes With whom we are associated belong t 
23 11:. B. Reuter, American ~ Problem, p. 319. - tiThe great majority-or the 
Negro Church members belong to one of the Baptist or Methodist bodies. 
24 Ibid., p. 324. - "In the early days the educational equ1pment of the 
Negro mini st ers was very meager. Any man who could deliver a 
'rousement' ser.mon became an outstanding character and a religious 
leader of the people." 
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one of the Baptist or Methodist sects. 25 Variations of these sects are almos 
.' as numerous as the individual churches. There is almost a "mushroom" growth 
of store-front churches with strange titles, such as "First Timothy Baptist", 
nst. Luke Free Baptized Holiness Church of God of the Americas", "Israel of 
God, Jesus Saves, ""St. Peter Rock Baptist", "The Body of Christ Bible Church" 
..... 
"Sec ond Colored Fundament al " • On State Street, between 41st and 49th 
streets, one can find twenty-three such churches. James 1'1. Johnson condemns 
these small churches in no uncertain terms, ca'ling th e minist eI'S "Bootleggers 
of religion, parasites who peddle a spurious brand at' Christ ianity. ,,26 
THE CATHOLIC NEXlRO OF CHICAGO. 
In 1888, the Colored Catholics of Chicago, consisting of twenty-
three families numbering sixty people, anxious to practice their religion, 
sought a place of worship.27 "Old" st. Mary's, Ninth and Wabash Avenue, 
had watched over this group for maDY years. The Paulist Fathers, Father 
.. 
Rales and Father Lonergan, were very kind to them and gave the basement of 
the church to the group. It was not the wish of the Paulists to segregate; 
this was done at the request of the Negro himself, who felt that greater 
progress would be made if all could meet as a group. st. Mary's basement 
remained their church until they built St. Monica's Church. 
25 From a quest ionnaire given to 135 students of our school, we have the 
follOwing church affiliations of the parents:-
Baptist - 80 other denominations 
Methodist - 69 (Jpiscopalian and Sanctified) - 19 
Catholic - 63 No religion 't 11 
No answer - 28 
26 James W. Johnson, Negro Americans - What Now? p. 21-
27 From letters in files of writer. 
I 
~.----------------------~~---------------------. 
A group of Negro men sought Archbishop Feehan's permission to have 
.' their own pastor and church. While the Archbishop readily granted the favor 
yet he told these men that they would regret their step as it would lead to 
28 
segregation. Accordingly, on January 28th, 1889, Father Augustine Tolton 
came to Chicago from Quincy, Illinois. Fat~er Tolton was born in slavery, 
April 1st, 1854. He was educated in Rome, where he was ordained April 24th, 
1886. On April 2nd, 1892, joy tilled the heart of every Catholic Negro of 
Chicago, for Saint Manica's Church, 36th and Dearborn Street, was opened. 
This joy, however, was not to be of long duration as Father Tolton's herOic 
work was cut short by an untimely death. .A victim of a sunstroke, he died 
at Mercy Hospital, July 8th, 1897. 
Unable to procure a priest to carry on the work, "St. Monica's" 
became a mission of St. Elizabeth's Church under Monsignor Riordan until 
Father John Morris volunteered to minister to the 600 souls scattered over 
Chicago. In 1917, the Fathers of the Divine Word took over the partsh. 29 
In 1924, Cardinal Mundelein gave the Colored Catholics, st. Eliza-
beth's church, school, rectory, parish hall, and club house, at that time 
the best equipped parish plant in the P~chdiocese. 
The church, with its beautiful marble altars, magnificent stained 
glass windows, sweet sounding organ and with a seat ing capacity of elaven 
hundred,was the pride of every Catholic Negro. 
28 Letter in files of INriter. 
29 Ohurch files. 
I 
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This joy was to be short-lived, however, for a mysterious fire 
.' utterly destroyed the churCh on the first Friday of January, 1930. Today, 
nothing but a barren playground marks the spot where stood thi s handsome 
edifice, the scene of many sorrows and joys of both the white and Colored 
races. The fire was first discovered about.12 o'clock noon. At 3 P. M. 
the c;aily papers were publishing the sad news. The parishioners who lived 
in the suburbs were notified by telephone and a sorrowful group assembled at 
the scene of disaster. With heavy hearts th. watched the flames devour the 
sacred structure. In tears and sobs and with wringing of hands they saw 
the parish priest driven back three times as he tried to rescue the Blessed 
Sacrament. Suspended head downward, the brave fire Ghaplain, Reverend iN.J. 
Gorman, finally brought the Blessed Sacrament to safety. 
Broken-hearted, but no'~ crushed, men and women appeared early 
Saturday morning to offer their services. Until midnight the sad group 
worked,washing and scrubbing the walls and the floor of the auditorium • 
... 
The altar fran the rectory was moved over to the stage, folding chairs were 
placed in position, and the next morning Mass was celebrated at the usual 
time. This auditorium, Where famous socials were held in the olden days, 
I 
was later renovated and has ranained St. Elizabeth's Church up to the 
present day. 
The neighborhood of St. Elizabeth's was old, and because its in-
habitants had been remOVing to newer and more desirable sites, the migrants 
had been able to secure dwellings t here and to transfer st. Eli zabeth t s from 
a white to a Colored parish. But the Negroes, too, sought better locations 
-15-
as they prospered and moved further south and southwest, so that soon, with 
.' the growth Of the Catholic body, there was need of other churches and 
schools. Those who lived south of 45th Street went to st. Anselm's at 51st 
street and Michigan Avenue, or to Corpus Christi Church at 49.th street and 
south Parkway. In 1932, st. Anselm's became the parish church 
... .., 
for all 
Negroes south of 58th street. In 1933, carpus Christi became the parish 
church for all Negroes between 45th and 58th streets. These two parishes, 
with their magnificent churches and splendid ~hools, are doing an excellent 
work, but st. Elizabeth's auditorium church, poor and humble, continues her 
struggle to save souls. 
I 
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CliAPrER III 
CONl'lIBUl'IONS OF ST. ELIZA.B1!.TH'S PARISH 
Convert work is outstanding and htinareds have learned to carry 
their crosses with resignation because st. Elizabeth's bade them welcome. 
Many of the people of this district jad lost interest in the church 
they had attended in other sections of the eountry. Kind friends told them 
of the peace that has been theirs since they accepted the Catholic religion. 
Anxious to turn their thoughts to God they gladly accepted the invitation to 
learn something of the faith they had not known in the south. Because of 
this longing for religi. on, the priests and Sisters of st. Elizabeth's parish 
give over much time to the instruetion of these seekers of truth. Three 
nights a week from 7:30 to 9, large groups gather in the school hall to study 
the catechism. Eager to be on time,lIl8lIY come directly from laborious worP 
without stopping to get food. The instruction classes last abOut three and 
a half months, before the formal admission into the church. Oftent imes 
men and women continue to come, though they know marriage difficulties will I 
not permit their being baptized. 
If anyone believes the Negro to be shiftless, lazy, and car&free, 
let him come to these classes on a stOrID¥ night with the thermometer below 
the freezing point and see these joyful souls interested in the word of God, 
rather than in their own physical comforts. 
-17-
Why do these people, rich and poor, literate and illiterate, old 
.' and young, come to our Church? Not because of any financial gain, fa: the 
Church has nothing to offer; not for the architectural beauty of the church, 
for our church displays poverty and dilapidat ion in every corner. Perhaps 
the words of individuals will enlighten US:- f 
..... 
Mrs. A. came to the class several weeks after it had 
begun. She spoke to the Sisters in charge:- "I have 
just had a very great sorrow, and I do not know yet 
if I want to live. I feel I ca~t. I had a lovely 
daughter, who had grown up to be all that I had hoped 
she would be, but, Sister, she was killed! The grief 
was too great for JJ.J:Y husband and two weeks 1a. t er he 
left a note saying he could not live. He put an end 
to his life. I tried to pray and it seemed to me if 
I came to instructions I wOUld feel better." 
Peace and comfort have come to this doubly afflicted soul. Faith and confi-
dence in God and a good position in answer to prayers were her reward. 
Mrs. B. - "I just love the Catholic faith and for fifteen 
years I have spent one or two hours each day in the Catho-
lic Church. It is so easy to pray there. One day I 
went to the priest to find out just what I should do to 
become a Catholic. He was amazed to hear I was not one, 
because he had seen me at church for many years. Here I 
am, Sister." 
Mrs. B. has persevered and has interested her husband and mother. 
Mrs. C. came to the school office one morning with her 
little six~ear-old son. Addressing the Sister in 
charge, she said: "Shortly after I started my child in 
the Catholic school, he said to me, ~other, the Sisters 
will teach me t heir religion, then I will be different 
from you. t To satisfy him, I told him I would learn 
about it some day. Last week he said, 'Mother, one time 
you made me a promise an d you knOll, Mother, you always 
keep your promise; you said you would learn the Sisters' 
religion. ;'lell, narit's time to go.'" 
I 
-.ltl 
Against all the arguments and remarks of friends, Mrs. C. contin..a.ued her in-
structions and is very happy to be one with the little boy in tlLe 1jatholic 
Faith. 
Mrs. D., a member of the Eastern star, gave up all co~ec-
tions with the society to join the Church. Her friel1d. s 
deserted her because of her "fooli.h~ move. Her hUSD~d 
said he would rather see her dead than a member of the 
Catholic Church. The husband, through an accident. ba·.d 
lost the sight of one eye and soon after, a cataract de:-
veloped on the other. He was forced to go to the hosp.ital 
for an operation. A Visit from the jlisters destroyed ~ his 
bi tter feeling toward the Church. When sufficiently \'I'-el1, 
he caIne three nights a week for instructions. In spita of 
the cold, inclement weather, and slippery sidewalks, ba~ 
walked eleven blocks each evening and never missed a lesson. 
Today, husband and wife are faithful Catholics. 
Mr. E. had attended many churches. but he never felt sut:f'fi-
ciently impressed to join any. One day while cleani~: the 
basement, he found a catechism that had been thrown ill - the 
ash can. He read it and re-read it and could not pan with 
it. He came unbidden to the class, "Because" he said, "I 
know there is a God. From. the catechism I learned tl1a-t I 
have a soul, that there is a hereafter and that God lI!ld.e me 
to serve Him. That is why I want to study about relig:;i on." 
Mr. F. came one night in his policeman's uniform. Natu::rally 
he was asked why he came. He said, "I have noticed t~· e 
Catholic religion has made such a change in my fellow p. olice- I 
men who have lately joined the Church. I have cane t~ find 
out what is in the religion to bring about such a challg.:e." 
He contimued to come and brought his wife. Today, both are h8~y an~ loyal 
members of the Church. 
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Mrs. G. "A little child shall lead them." One day 
a little f1ve-year-old of the pre-primer class re-
ceived the Blessed Ashes. That evening she tried 
to tell her mother all about it t but the poor woman 
couldn't understand. The follOWing Friday, the 
same little lady went with her class to the "sta-
tions". When the mother returned home, the little 
one told her of her day's experiences. Vfuen little 
Alice thought of her visit to the Church to say the 
"Stat ions" she said to her dev~t·.IIIl parent, "But 1 t 's 
no use telling you, Mother, for you wouldn't under-
stand, anyway." There was only one thing left for 
Mrs. G. to do, and t hat was to go and find out all 
about these strange happenings • 
• 
Mother and her little ones have heen baptized. 
.' 
Mr. H. said that he was first attracted to the church 
by the smell of incense. As a little boy he would 
go to the church just for the odor of the incense. 
He began to love the devotions but his parents, on 
finding out he went to Catholic services, forbade him 
to continue. Though his parents objected, yet, he 
made up his mind that he would become a Catholic when 
he was older. Twenty years later, at the age of thirty-
two, he attended instructions and with his wife and son 
joined the church he loved as a boy. 
Forty or fifty people attend the classes and persevere to the Slt. 
Some move from the parish t but th e greater number of those who remain in our 
distriot show their stability and prove themselves to be practical Catholics. 
They have learned that the Ten Commandments are as important today as they 
were when GOd gave them to Moses on Mt. Sinai. They have received new 
courage to carry the burdens placed on them by prejudice and injustice • 
• 
One often hears the remark, "Colored people are emotional." Yes, 
many are emotional, and the "store front" church with its "old time religion, 
appeals, but the seeker after the Catholic Doctrine does not depend on his 
I 
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emotions. The taith means much, and no sacritice is too great, as the two 
.' tollowing cases will show :-
For three years Mrs. X. wanted to attend instructions, but 
siokness prevented her. As the new class opened last Fall, 
she turned to her tather and said, "Dad, I am going to in-
structions tonight, it I die on th~ way." Mother and 
daughter reached the school bu11drnt. As she entered th e 
door, Mrs. X. fainted. She was taken into the school 
oftioe while messengers ran far t he doctor and pr'iest. The 
priest arrived at once, baptized her and in a tew minutes 
her soul bad left her body. 
The second case is of an old lady who in her earlier days 
01' prosperity had been a faithful Baptist. Unable to 
come to class, the Sisters went to old Anne's home. It 
was Lent and Sister spoke about tasting and mortifications. 
To the Sisters' surprise, her pupil said, "I haven't eaten 
anything for two days." Sister remonstrated with her and 
told her at her age God didn't expect such sacrifice. 
Again the good soul spoke: "But honey, you don't understand. 
I ain't had nothin' in the house far two days. tI Litt ing her 
eyes to a cheap holy picture on the wall, she continued, 
"Lord, if that is what You want - hunger - I accept it, I 
accept it, Lard." 
"Negroes are like children, incapable 01' selt-discipline and ... 
30 
forethought, living only in the moment," has been said SO often by those who 
think they know the Race. Tlle c auld give many examples to show the Colored 
man and woman in a difterent light, but we shall be content with telling you I 
about "Uncle Tom". For several years the Sisters visited the old man, 
happy and contented in his miserable cabin. He had been rathe r careless 
about his religion, causing his good wife much sorrow. During one of our 
visits, the Sisters talked of mortification and penance. Several weeks 
later he told them about his eighty-third birthday. No amount of persuasion 
could stop him from Mass that morning. The day was unsually stOI".lllY, but the 
30 Journal £! Negro History: Vol. xv. 3, Dr. Mary Williams. 
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old man. imbued With the thought "Mortificat ion-penance" reached the church 
.' in safety but thoroughly wet. \7hen he returned home, ~ortification-
penance" was his slogan and all day he kept the wet clothes on. As a 
result he became sick and for one yOO,r had a grand chance to show Our Lord 
his sincerity. His absolute acceptance of. f!1Very pain was worthy of a saint, 
..,.., 
and conscious to his last moment, he rejoiced thtlt he was going ~ame to 
Moth er Mary." Some may call his actions stupid, but the old man had nothine 
to offer but his wet clothes, and he did it ch*erfully. 
The Church as a perfect teacher knows that teaching the principles 
of religion is not all; these principles must be put into practice, they must 
be guarded carefully. Ways and :n:eans must be found to preserve them. 
Poverty and rack of contact with those of t he same faith, would soon under-
mine the good work. The Negro demands a social religion, hence societies 
for each group have been fonned; the Senior Holy Name Society takes care of 
the men; the Christian Mothers' Sodality looks after tre women; the Young 
... 
Ladies' Sodality and the .Tunior Holy Name take care of the youth not in our 
schools. These SOCieties have their regular meetings and have plenty of 
SOCials, prOVing that good times can be had without the dissipation so canmon 
I 
to the ''Modern" dance or party. The "Legion of Mary" has been recently 
formed in the parish--all members are pledged to help their neighbors. As 
a result, many homes of the sick are visited and many instructions are' given 
by the lay people. 
The parish is fortunate in having a splendid club-house vtlich is 
constantly being used. After Mass on Sunday morning, one can wander in and 
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haw breakfast for a small sum, sitting down and chatting with frl.ends. The 
.' many social affairs of the Church societies give an opportunity t~ test the 
loyalty and honesty of all. These affairs are a splendid test ot c~aracter. 
The gymnasium, once the magnificent ballroom of the Switt Olub, 
. 
furnishes the youth with ways and means to ~~lop physically and mot'ally. 
It is a place to put in practice interracial ideas. Many white teatIJS are 
glad to play with our lads. 
Perhaps the greatest project the Church has undertaken is ~er 
"Regina Home". Here wanen of any faith are able to get rooms at a "Ifery 
reasonable rate. It is a haven of rest and safety for those of little 
means, who want to be assured that they are morally safe and surrounded by 
respectable people. It is a joy to sp to any socials held in the lovely 
parlors. 
The social question keeps the priests ever on the watch to guard 
their people. Even the most Vigilant eyes do not always detect the visitor 
who has come to break: down the morale of the dancers or t he diners. In our 
district are many houses of disrepute and oftentimes members are sent to our 
I 
affairs to sow the seed of destruction. Many times the evil conquers. 
Some of the "vi ct ims" however, realize t hei r foolishness and the P1:"od igal 
finds the teachings of his early day's haunt him. 
Much is said today a bout leisure moments. Because of the g:reat lac 
of work, many evils have crept in, and one wonders sanetimes which is greater 
the good or the evil influence. Only recently, one of our young lilen. who had 
a splendid record in school was arrested. His record for the last two years 
.' has been a surprise to everyone who knew him. Idle time, bad companions, 
evil environment, and marijuana caused him to miss Mass and the Sacraments 
and led to his downfall. His sentence is a heavy one. After several weeks 
at the prison, one of the guards approached hpn and t old the twenty-year-old 
lad that he was not the type usually booked for that inst itution. The lad 
answered: "Don't blame the Sisters; blame my companions." 
• Few there are in Chicago who know the great problems of St. Eliza-
beth's parish, and fewer still realize her great obstacles. To enc ourage 
the "born" Catholic and to give light to the non-Catholic are the incentives 
of every spirit ual and social activity. As we have seen, sane of the pe.ople 
have came from Louisiana, where their Church was everything to them. Their 
parishes were small and everyone was known by the priest. The Northern at-
mosphere is so very different. Poverty, lack of employment, and frightful 
housing conditions cause many to get discouraged and give up Sunday Mass. 
others come from regions where the very word "Catholic" means everything that 
is evil, but contact with Catholics through work, school, or sometimes their 
seeking relief brings them to the convert class. The converts have been 
I 
many and numerous have been the marriages validated, but the work has been 
greatly impeded by prejudice - prejudice of the white Catholics and prejudice 
of the various divisions of the Colored people themselves. 
Aecording to Webster's New International Dictionary, prejudice is 
"a judgment formed beforehand or without due examination; an opinion or lean-
ing adverse to anything without just ground or before sufficient knowledge." 
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If every good Catholic would analyze the meaning of this word, "prejudice", 
.' and sincerely study Webster's definition, he would realize that the Negro as 
a class has not been examined; an individual case has been sufficient to 
judge all. With prejudice swept from the heart of every Christian, God's 
churches would be filled and the Catholic Neg~o would be able to keep the 
commandments of God and the Church" and there would be few on the relief 
rolls. Prejudice has done untold harm and has hindered the work of justice 
in a degree few realize. 
Although we are primarily interested in racial prejudice as an ob-
stacIe to church progress, yet the following example will help to show the 
unnecessary sufferings that prejudice causes. One of our young ladies ~s 
able to get a position in an excellent department store. In the term so 
well known to the Negro, she was "passing". Beauty, education, amiability, 
an attractiveness were all hers. She was loved by everyone. Many t !mes 
she was invited to the homes of her fellow workers, but each time she refused 
..... 
She was "passing". Fear and dread that she would be found out were always 
uppermost in her mind. Once her c anpanions would know she was Colored, 
their love and friendship would turn to hatred, so she was forced to leave 
I 
her work before she was discovered. It was too much of a nerve strain. 
Here was a girl, who because all thought she was white, would have been wel-
comed in any home t but if the truth were known, V/hat then? 
Much could be said of the white man's attitude towards his Colored 
brother, and many, ma.n:y times we are told about this prej udice in church, in 
business, and in the renti ng of homes. Some years ago, a doctor and his 
wife were received into the Church. The wife J a professional woman, wished 
to place her boy in a nearby Catholic school. The usual answer.w~s given 
to her by the principal, "We have no roam". The boy finished in the public 
school. The father was most anxious to have the boy go to the Catholic Higll 
School in the Fall. Fortunately, a "big" ~rinc ipal said, "Send t he boy 
down for the entrance examinations. He will be mrked and registered by a 
number, not by his name. If successful, he will be admitted. It The boy 
passed, was admitted and spent four happy year/p in the Boys' High School. 
Today he is finishing in a Jesuit college. His father is a great leader in 
the interracial field, and his mother remains a staunch Catholic. What 
would have happened to the entire family if this principal hadn't been Catho 
lic in principle as well as in name? . 
Those who have read Booker T. Washington's "Up From Slavery", will 
remember that absurd distinction made on the boat and at the Washington 
hotel. T;7ashington was delegated to take an Indian student hane. They werE 
.... 
both of the same complexion. The Indian could be served in the dining IOam 
of the ship and he could be accepted as a guest at the Washington hotel, but 
Washington could not be. 
I 
All the prejudice is not on the side of the white man against his 
darker brother. A great deal of prejudice and ill feeling is shown by in-
di viduals of the same race. Too many incidents can be cited of the 
"educated" Negro exploiting his own in the professional field or in real 
estate problems. Much bitterness exists between the "Creole" and the 
American Negro, as well as between the West Indian and the American Negro. 
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Perhaps one little instance will show the feelings existing between the two 
.' groups last ment ioned. A club for Converts was being organized in the 
parish. A large number responded and a splendid meeting resulted; but the 
second meeting brought a difficulty. The moderator announced, "We shall 
elect a president." Immediately two groups gathered in separate parts of ;,..., 
the room and each became very excited. Fortunately the moderator under-
st ood the situat ion and quickly said: "There will be no election, I am presi-
dent. " Peace reigned and both sides had won, lfror t he American Negro would 
not have a West Indian, President, and the West Indian would not have an 
American Negro. 
The following sad story of a member of our parish will shOW how the 
various shades sometimes make a difference in the Negro home. All families 
are not as inhuman as this, but the color will be duly examined before a 
partner is picked for marriage. Many exceilent men and wcmen have been con-
demned by their own, because he or she is too dark. 
As octoroon beauty married a mulatto. The first child was as 
dark as the father, but the other children were all very light, with the 
most important thing, to the mother, straight hair. From the time the oldest I 
child was six, she was made to feel her affliction, - dark skin, and hair 
that would not straighten. The mother taught the other children to look 
down on her, and when Bertha was sixteen years old, her mother gave her a 
dollar, and told her to look out for herself. The other members of the 
family were given a g.)od education. Today, Bertha, a self-made woman, is 
showing a truly Christian spirit. Her sister, very much reduced in 
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race' 
.' 
Due to poverty, poor housing -conditions, lack of work, desertion 
by the husband, the Negro family must often move. Somet imes this means to 
places outside of the parish or to rooms too far away fran the church to 
. 
walk. Little interest, or interest of the~ng kind, is shown to the poor 
wanderer, and little by little he loses contact with those who understood 
him and discouragement a,n.d lack or clothes cause him to miss Mass. Missing 
• Mass and the Sacraments are followed by laxity in his observance of the 
Commandments that mean so much to him. Perhaps a kind helping hand \~uld 
prevent many of these Negroes from becoming a prey to the Conmunistic propa-
ganda. 
... 
Years ago in an Eastern city a great effort was made by Protestant 
sects to rob the CathOlics of their faith. especially the imm.igrants who 
were cOming in such numbers to our country. In disgust, these zealous 
Protestants, organized under the title or ftAmerican Protective Association", 
said, "We can do nothing with grown-ups. Let us work with the children." 
On hearing these words, the venerable and saintly Archbishop Will1ams. urged 
his priests to establish parochial schools. The priests of earlier days 
realized the importance of parochial schools ani many were the sacrifices 
of priests am people to obtain a place where their children could attend 
school. Today there is the same need for Catholic schools. 
I 
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Father Morris was oonsoious of this need from the very beginning • 
. ' 
poverty did not prevent his oherished hope from being realized. In 1912, 
st. Monica's "sohool" was opened to the delight of all. . A sIIBll building, 
at the oorner of Wabash Avenue and 37th Street, had been used as the priests' 
reotory. It was turned over to the Sisters :for a convent and Father Morris 
Imoved to Miohigan Avenue. Here six Sisters of the Blessed Saorament started 
the first sohool. The convent was small and the Sisters needed every room, 
yet eaoh day they turned over three rooms for classroom purposes - the sacris-
ty, parlor, and dining room. One hundred ohildren were literally packed into 
these tiny quarters. No one oanplained. Desire for religious and moral 
training for their children urged mothers ·to send their little ones to this 
"makeshift" school rather than to the fille publio school two doors away. 
The number of children a.n:x:ious to ccme to St. Monioa's forced the priest to 
look for larger quarters. On 37th Street was an old armory~ used by the 
8th Regiment. In the basement were the stalls where th e horses had been 
kept. Father Morris purchased this old building, and eager hands remodelad 
it into a school, poor and dingy, but loved by every ohild who enrolled. ttl 
am a st. Monica's boy" or "I am a St. Monioa's girl" is an expression of love 
amongst many Chioago Colored people today. How truly oan the words of 
Bishop Spalding be applied to st. Monica's school: "What we need above all 
things, wherever the young are gathered for education, is not a shcwy build-
ing, or costly apparatus, or improved metho~s or text books, but a living, 
loving, illumined human being who has deep faith in the power of education, 
and a real desire to bring it to bear upon those who are intrusted to him. tt 31 
31 Bishop Spalding, Means ~!!!!!. 2! Education, . p. 135. 
I 
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Well did the mothers of st. Monicats children know that the little 
.' 
ones would receive an "education that unites intellectual, moral and religious 
elements,that inculcates a sense of responsibility, a respect for authority, 
and a consideration for the rights of otheTs. ,,32 
st. Monica's school was merged wttfr~. Elizabethts" which had been 
opened in 1922 by Father McOarthy. Many new classes were opened and in a 
few years the roans were filled with one thousand eager, elert children • 
.. 
The Protestant as well as the Oatholic mothers know that there is a 
strict supervision of every child fram the opening of school in the morning 
until the closing at 2:45 in the afternoon. Oafeteria and playgrounds are 
carefully supervised during intermission. Many children are too poor to 
bring any luncheon. The Sister in charge finds many a stray sandwich or 
piece of fruit that a well-nourished child doesntt need. Daily the children 
bring her their extra lunch and in a quiet way, unknown to the others, these 
hungry children are made happy. Teacher and pupil are very close to each .. 
other, in the school. Spiritual interests come first, than follow intellec-
tual, moral, physical. Nothing is neglected. The secular standard is as 
high as in the neighboring public schools, but the mothers want more - they I 
want character training, and that cannot be had without a religious back-
ground. 
It means a great sacrifice to many parents to send their children 
to the school. A fee of one dollar a month is required fram those who are 
able to pay. Of course there are some who overlook their obligation of 
32 Ibid., p. 131. 
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meeting this debt, but other sacr1flce much to pay it. For instance, a poor 
.' widow who gets $35.00 a month pension, pays $20 of it for an old house that 
would be a terrible fire trap if a fire broke out. This good soui has $15. 
left to support herself, one boy in school and an idiot son. She has never 
missed her monthly dollar for tuition. 
Another WidOW, a recent convert, is anxious that her four children 
receive a Catholic education. As she was able. to get a nice apartment 
.. 
for much cheaper rent, she moved far from the school. It means carfare for 
four. Of tent trues only the older girl can go because there is no carfare. 
The mother's people declare her foolish but the little woman struggles on, 
happy that ahe is able to sacrifice to get the tuition or at least part of it 
A mother of eight little ones tries to meet her obligations. After 
she became a Catholic, her husband showed his contempt for her by failing to 
give her sufficient money to take care of her family. Any chance she can 
get to work, she accepts it so the children can pay their tuition. 
Not only are many parents anxious to meet their obligations, but 
also .students in the high school show the same desire. During the SUlDIIler 
one of the girls had a little job that brought her the paltry sum of three 
dollars a week. Every Sunday, without fail, she brought one dollar to the 
convent to pay her tuition of the previous year and one dollar she put in the 
Postel Savings Bank to buy her books in September. 
Unfortunately, the school has the child only five hours while the 
remaining nineteen hours are often spent in an atmosphere very different. 
I 
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The school does not end with :five hours, for the Sisters at st. Elizabeth 
.' School. Daily they spndd their recreation hour visiting the homes" thus 
~trengthening the bond between home and school. The sick are visited at 
the hospitals, and sometimes these viSitations are made to the less fortunate 
in pri son. Many of the Protestant ch ildren ;.1sk to be recei ved int 0 the 
..... 
Catholic faith, but no one is allowed to take the step unless some member at' 
the bnmediate family is a Catholic. Occasionally children go through the 
eight years of grade school and the four years.of high school without becom-
ing Catholics, but they have learned a great deal about religion. 
"Thoughtful men of the present day, whose experience and knowledge 
extend beyond the horizon of their own circumscribed sphere of action, voice 
the conviction that the dechristianizing of modern education is one of the 
causes of the chaotic conditions of our present-day ciVilization; and to 
bring Christ and His teachings back into all the relations of life as a 
normal and guiding principle, would prove the most potent factor in the 
social reconstruction that this age demands. ,,33 
The great contribution of st. Elizabeth's school is her Christian 
teaching and her Christian atmosphere. ;'nlat Dubois says of the college, can I 
be applied to the High School: "Function of the Negro College is clear; it 
must maintain the standards of popular education; it must seek the social 
regeneI"dtion of the Negro; and i t r~ust help in the solution of problems of 
race contact and co-operation. 
develop man.,,34 
l\nd finally. beyond all this, it must 
33 Margaret Di88S, Catholic Negro Education 1E. U. S., p. 126. 
34 ~ Souls of Black Folks, Dubois, p. 108. 
"!! must maintain ~ standards .£!. popular education." 
·' 
To be 01' service to a larger group 01' Negores our school had to be accredited 
Our building used as the high school is not an attractive one. This tact 
was very much against us when the supervisors visited the school. The 
building used was tomerly the Switt Clubho'tftl~ Wealthy people 01' a genera-
tion ago attended many socials in the spacious hall. The building suftered 
Wi th the change 01' the section. The beautitul rooms were turned into class-
• 
roans, a purpose they were never built to serve. The woodwork 01' dark 
mahogany, glorious tor the night socials, gives a gloomy background tor a 
day school. The building is a school by day, and a clubhouse at night. To 
look at the building or to walk along the lower corridor would convince the 
ordinary visitor that a school could not tunction here. Think 01' the magil.i-
tieent buildings that the "SchOOl Visitor" sees during the year and then pic-
ture his teelings when he enters our inadequate building. Very much in our 
tavor is the "atmosphere", the relation 01' teacher and pupil. The tirst time 
one 01' th e visitors ever visited a Colored CathOlic High School" he marvelled 
at many things; the dOCility 01' the young men, very DDlch taller than the 
Sisters, the splendid response in the classroom and the great respect for au-
thor1ty. He maintained we had a very much superior type 01' Negro to those 
in the neighboring schools. No, only the student was in a religiOUS environ 
ment, one where justice tuncti9ns and prejudice ceases to be. He. was among 
friends that were ever ~seeing the good in him, ever kindly correcting him, 
ever giving him the square deal, and where there was mutual understanding. 
The course of study is subject to the courses recognized in all accredited 
schools. Oftentimes the pupil will ask, "What good is this going to be?" 
I 
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"Why am I studying thiS?" The answer is often hard to give other .than, 
"These subjects are necessary for credits." One subject that needs no ex-
planat ion is the General Science. Here a splendid opportunity is given to 
help the child physically. Much time is taken during the required hygiene 
lessons to discuss health, food, sleep, freaatir, personal hygiene, under-
eating, over-eating, the prevention and care of camnon diseases. Definite 
planning of meals with a consideration of money and nutritive value Of the 
• good, is discussed. The Negro, as a grouP. has little knowledge of the art 
of buying. Our students are often surprised at what constitutes a good meal. 
For days they study the cost and nut ri ti ve value of foods and the best way of 
cooking them. It is hoped that this knowledge will be of great service when 
they are in hOI!:es of their own. Supplementing the work, are two courses, 
"Home Hygiene" and "First Aid" given by a Red Cross nurse. 
It,!! ~ .!!!!. ~ social regenerat ion .2t ~ Negro. tt 
.... 
Many white people will misunderstand this expression, "the soolal regenera-
t ion. It Through pre judice or misunderstanding they say, "The Negro is all 
right so long as he stays in his place." He place is in manual work, apart 
from and below the white person's place. To these same people, Negroes are 
mentally and morally inferior to their white brothers, - morally; who have 
been our greatest criminals? Mentally; have those people heard or read about 
Dr. Washington Carver, Paul Lawrence Dunbar, James Weldom. Johnson, Dr. Wil-
. 
lisns, Dr. Lawless, Booker T. Washington, Kelly Miller, or Mrs. Mary Bethune? 
From the Negro point of view, what does he meal by "soclal 
I 
regeneration ft? "The Negro asks only an equal opportunity, and a square 
.' deal to prove his fitness for Sharing on an equal basis, all the privileges 
that are the guarantee of American citizenship.n35 
He wants to be an American and a Negro, at the same t iDle, without 
being cursed and spit upon, without having tit'e.Qdoors of opportunity closed 
to him. Until the Negro invaded new fields of labor, until he desired to 
prosper, until he struggled for an education, for a decent scale of living, 
• for self-respect, there was no worry on the part of the white man. 
Years ago, Booker T. Washington sought the education and uplift of 
his people through industrial education. He taught them to toil skillfully. 
He taught them the gospel of industry and self-reliance; he taught them to be 
36 
self-supporting. Others led by DubOis, advocated and advanced education 
and political equality. 37 
The Catholic High School must take its place in the education of 
the Negro. . There must be leaders trained, and they must be educated in 
Christian principles. At St. Elizabeth's, every opportunity for Christian 
leadership is given. First and foremost, they are given a sound religious 
training. This teaching must be more than learning the catechism. These 
boys and girls cane from homes that are not Catholic, their environment is 
not Catholic, their friends know no religion except the necessity to sooff at 
"the saints" t as they call the students of st. Elizabeth High School. 
36 Robert Moton, ~ ~ Negro Thinks, pg. 37 
36 Arthur H. Fauset, !2:: .Freedan, pg. 98 
37 W. E. Burghardt DuBOiS, Souls of Black Folks 
I 
The religion class prepares the students to go out and meet sin-
.' cere objections to the faith. Many boys and girls prove themselves real 
apostles, fearless as in the days of old. Several years ago, a very sin-
cere Baptist brought up m8llY argunents against the faith. She proved a 
wonderful asset to the class, for all profit~d<by her objections. Her argu-
..... 
ments and difficult ies were sincere, and they were all answered by the priest 
in charge of the class. Convinced for the manent, she would return the fol-
lOWing week with more "ammunition" furnished b,.her minister. Although our 
"friendly enemy" was graduated from our school a Baptist, yet we feel the 
aeed of belief has taken root, for she was the only graduate to enter a 
Catholic college. st. El1zabeth High School does its greatest work through 
religion. In the Cat holic home of the whit e students, we find good mothers 
and fathers interested in getting their children to Mass. The obligation 
to hear Mass has been a part of the white child since infancy. M8llY of our 
boys and girls come fran homes where Sunday means a day of sleep. In some 
homes every possible Obstacle is presented to keep the child from getting tcf' 
Mass. 
A great menace to their faith and morals is the indecent literature 
I 
so commonly sold and read in the section. In many hanes one finds filthy 
magazines, sO the need for Catholic literature is stressed and all have a 
chance to read the many Cat holic magazines and books in out" splendid school 
library. Once a week, in an assembly conducted by the students, various 
members tell tbe "silent" good being done in their homes or those of neigh-
bors by papers they have bought and left lying around in the home or have 
placed on the corner news stand. One case may be cited of two girls who 
brought hane Oatholic magazines and left them in a eareless manner around 
.' the hame. An older brother who had neglected his faith otten walted until 
the glrls retlred. He took the magazines to his roam and read them, with 
the result that he surprised the family when he was seen at the Oommunion 
rail. 
Many problems other than religious are freely discussed in the 
weekly club meetings. The students are taught to be race conscious; they 
.. 
are taught they have raee eontributions, and they are taught their obliga-
tions in meeting the ever present prejudice without hatred. Olasses are 
held in Negro History, and several times a year the members entertain their 
fellow-students with interesting 1'aets. A very splendid Glee Olub has been 
organlzed.' Their repertoire will show the unusual training they are re-
eel ving. When this club was first organized, the instruetor had diffieulty 
in gettlng the students to sing Negro Spirituals, but they have learned to 
love these folk songs. 
The curriculum of the high school corresponds to that found in any 
accredited high sehool. At two o'clock each day the building is turned into 
a social centre. Olasses are held in typewriting, shorthand, commereial 
drawing, radiO, music, arts and crafts, public speaklng and dramatics. Most 
of our students are In one or two of these classes. A school "maintenance" 
project Is carried on at the same time. This project, the art ot learning 
to skillfully use a broaD. sd a scrubbing brush, is perha~ the least inter-
esting of all. There is a small remuneration for this work, bUt the greatest 
gain is "respect for labor". 
I 
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The students learn in school, and also in the social centre, the 
.' doctrine at ifashington, that any privilege that will cane to them will be 
"the result ot severe end constant struggle" and "that merit, no matter 
• 
under what skin tound, is in the long run, recognized and rewarded. tt38 
so many times we read ot the "mis-ilec1bcationtt ot the Negro. Yes, 
there are many who have been wrongly educated, but they rarely are students 
. 
of Oatholic schools. Our boys and girls are taught that honest labor never 
• lowers the indi vid ual. Many ot our pupils are holding rather interi or 
positions, but these are the only opportunities that present themselves. 
The money earned is saved tor their high school or college work of next year. 
A little incident may be told here about one at our recent gradu-
ates who was working during the summer to earn something fur her college 
work. The tamily was exceedingly kind to her and she sat dcwn totable with 
them. The family, though Oatholic, sat down the tirst day without saying 
grace, but Alice didn't. Imnediately, the Oatholicity ot the mother was .. 
stirred. All rose a.nd Alice said grace tor the tamily. She did it at eveI"3 
meal. The mother was "big" enough to aclmowledge the silent correction. 
The school recognized the necessity ot home co-operation, so the 
afternoon ot the last Thursday ot each month is devoted to the parents. In 
every case where we have interested parents, we have interested children. 
The public library, George Hall Branch, has been most helpful. 
One of the Librarians conducts our Negro History work and many Oatholic books 
have been added to this branch because ot it s 1nt erest in our school. Negro 
I 
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Hist ory week is celebrated yearly at the Hall Branch. Our high sah 001 is 
.' 
permitted to have a booth illustrating our work in the field of Negro His-
tory. 
"~!!. ~ hillp .!.!!. ~ solution 2! problems, 2!...!!2.! contact!!!.! .2.2,-opera-
~.tt 
There are Dla:tJy radical Negroes who are trying to solve this racial. ccntaot 
problem. 
.. 
The philOSOphy of our school is "Have something superior to offer 
and you Will be recognized." We feel we have something to Offer in the 
form of concerts given by our Glee Club. At a meeting of students, who 
were assembled to discuss 'the interracial problem, the opportunity was given 
these young people to test their sinceri ty. They were told about our Glee 
Club and its attempt to aid our Building Fund. Students of Catholic Action, 
these boys and girls lived up to their name. Twenty-five high schools and 
colleges invited our group to their schools. These high schools and cal-
... 
leges were sincere in their appreCiation, and the soci al. hour after the con-
cert brought joy to both the visitors and those who acted as hosts and hos-
tesses. This oontact has been a splendid education to our boys and girls, 
I 
and it has shown the sincere white students that the Catholic Church is doing 
much for the Negro. This contact has done much to break down the barrier 
and surely everyone who heard our Glee Club members will have a differ~nt 
feeling t ONard the Negro. The Negro is gOing to be educated, but for what -
for Canmunism or for Catholicism? 
The Catholic student meets a few of our students at the Saturday 
morning meetings ot Cisca - CathOlic Inter-Scholastic Catholic Action. A 
.' splendid teeling exists between both races, and our delegates are very 
courteously received. Much good will results from the Cisca and Glee Club 
contacts. 
Our greatest contribution 1s the ~ Testimonial Dinner Dance 
in honor of the Glee Club. At this dinner there is absolutely no race dis-
tinction among the hundreds ot guests and all have a splendid time • 
• 
"And finally, beyond all this, must develop men." 
As the high school pupils leave us, we cannot say we have developed men; we 
can only say we have planted the seed ot desire in their hearts; desire tor 
honesty, chastity, tidelity to contract, thrift and character. Though many 
do not go to college, they have learned that they must solve their own pro-
blems by leading a lite that will keep them live members ot the Mystical 
BOdy. They have learned that "Prejudice cannot be laughed away, nor always 
successfully stormed at, nor easily abolished by an act of legiSlation."38~ 
Ever the gentlemen, he will stoop to nothing that will betray his training 
at st. Elizabeth's High School, if he wishes to do sanething tar his race. 
38 DuBOiS, Souls 2!.. Black Folks, p. 90 
I 
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OHAPTER IV 
OASE srUDIES 
There have been failures in the past, and there will be failures 
in the :rut ure, but somehow, the Oolored boy or gi rl, once a good Oatholic, 
will find his way back, even though the return",s on his deathbed. Lack of 
work, immoral surroundings, and the un-ohr1stian people they meet often turn 
the young persons from the path they learned to travel in high school. In 
some of the following case studies, one sees the boy or girl a victim of 
others. It is interesting to see the courage finally exhibited. In relat-
ing these indiVidual stories, we have said little about their academic work. 
We have not tried to give their I. Q,. or compared their mental ability to 
that of their whit e brother; we are trying to show that they learned the 
great lesson the school tried to teach, how to live virtuous lives. 
CASE NO.1. 
Amanda attended a Catholic boarding school for two years; she was I 
baptized at this school; returned hame and finished at a Catholic grammar 
school in this city; attended st. Elizabeth High School almost four years; 
. 
did not graduate from our school; was an excellent student with Grade A in 
Algebra, Oivics, French I. 
She came from a home of moderate means, clean and well kept, yet 
her life was not happy. Her father, a non-Oatholic, was a stern man and was 
often very unreasonable in his demands from the girls. His fondness far 
.' liquor added to the family unhappiness. The st epmot her was int erest ed in 
the family, and did all in her power to keep the girls "straight". She 
became a Catholic several years ago and a closer bond was established 
between mother and daughters. Unfortunately, the father was obsessed with 
;, .... 
the idea that it was smart to have Amanda, his favorite daughter, disobey 
the stepmother. Friction between the parents increased and the girls 
began to find the home unattractive, often se~ing excuses for being absetn 
longer than usual. 
Amanda was young and attractive, affectionate and full of life. 
She was interested in a young lLan who owned an automobile. The father 
told the girl not to listen to the mother when the latter tried to impress 
on Amanda that she endangered herself in staying out late at night. The 
usual consequences followed, neceSSitating a clandestine n:a.rriage. Days 
of misery followed; fear of being found out, and being dismissed from school 
haunted her. One month before graduation she was forced to acknowledge 
everything and was dismissed fran school. The father was crushed and in-
tensely angry at the girl's dismissal. Things became unbearable at hane 
SO Amanda and her husband went to the home of a Catholic cousin. Days of 
regret were intermingled with days of bitterness. 
The Sisters did not drop the case. Visits to the new home were 
many, but the young man was bitter and refused to have the :rmrriage vali-
dated. Absence from the Sacraments brought no happiness. Grace prevailed 
and the husband consented to see the priest" and to conform to the de:mands 
I 
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made by the latter. 
.' 
Happiness radiates from the young mother because she can now live 
the way her faith teaches. She is continuing her school work, attending 
evening classes and na.king up the work she misseci. 
The Catholic school was the means of her becoming a Catholic. The 
home drove her to sin. The visits of the Sisters gave her confidence in 
the Mercy of God. 
CASE NO.2. 
10e attended st. Elizabeth's Grammar School for six years; 
at tended the high school for four years; recei ved hi s diploma; was an aver-
age student. 
He was a Catholic from infancy or as the Colored people say, "He 
was a born Catholic". Both parents were Catholic. The father died recent-
..... 
ly, fort ified by all the tit es of the Church. The home life was happy and 
10e didn't have to worry about material things. 
At the time of his graduation the school was not accredited. This I 
should have meant little to this lad, as he did not intend to go to college. 
For some unknown reason, 10e joined a small group of his classmates and did 
a great deal of unnecessary talking about the non-accredited school. He 
and one other boy were outstanding in their want of loyalty. Even after 
the school was accredited,neither boy could be convinced that the news was 
true. 
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Shortly after he was graduated from school, joe married, but was 
.' not married by the rit es of the Church. Joe was too "big" to be governed 
by the laws of the Church. joe joined several societies of importance in 
the material world. He wanted to aid the school,. that meant so lit tle to 
him, and whose teachings he failed to follow~ Great was his surprise when 
his services were refused an the principal ordered him from the building. 
Seven years passed, home life was most unhappy, separation resulted. 
Thoughts of his empty life, of his separation ~rom the Sacraments, of his 
inability to convince the school of his "importance" began to bear fruit. 
He was told by the Sisters it was useless to ask admission to the school 
until he lived as a graduate should live. 
Last week his "superior" attitude changed, the sneer has left his 
tace. He made his humble submission in the confessional and acknowledged 
his foolishness. 
Here is a lad Who was imbued with the idea of "Freedom" and 01' 
"Modernism" - Church and school were all wrong. He tound this "ism" brought 
only unhappiness though he tried to show all his friends he was happy. His 
early training as well as the lessons at school could not be forgotten. In I 
his silent moments when alone with himself', he realized, 11ke the prodigal 
of old, that the only way to obtain peace of soul which he had last, was to 
return to his Father's house. Acting on the movement of grace, he re-
ceived the Sacraments. 
Joe is now a wiser and happier man and is anxious to be' a helper 
f'or school and church. 
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elISE NO.3. 
Jack attended st. Elizabeth Gramnar School for four years; attend-
ed St. Elizabeth High School for four years; received his diploma; scholar-
ship was very good with "A" in Algebra, Geometry and Science. 
He became a Catholic while in Grammar school. The other members 
of the family did not persevere in their attempts to become Catholic. His 
mother is an active worker in her own church, ~ut never tried to interfere 
with her son's religion. In fact, she did her best to see that he lived 
up to the teachings of the Catholic Faith. The family had little means, 
yet the home was made attractive and company was always welcome. 
During his senior year at Hign School, suspicious rumors reached 
the Faculty. It was reported that Jack's private life was not what it 
should be. Every means were taken to prove the reports true or false. 
Dismissal from. school was pending, but the stories could not be proved. 
Jack received his diploma, though the principal hated to give it to him, 
because of these reports. 
As soon as school was over the hidden life became a public one. I 
Religion was forgotten, the Sisters were avoided. He could not face the 
Sisters when they went to his home. He had fallen a victim· of evil campan-
ions and five years of dissipation followed. If by any chance the Sisters 
met him, he would smilingly promise to amend, hoping he had fooled them and 
that he would be permitted to go his way. Suddenly he was rushed to the 
hospital and his name was on the dangerous list far weeks. Like many 
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anothe!" wayward soul, he had time to think. Things were dIfferent and 
.' he was facing his God. His Oatholic training came to his rescue. He 
pleaded With God for just one chance. If God "WOuld only show mercy, he 
would show his sincerity. God hard his prayer. The day Jack was disBdssed 
trom the hOSpital, the two Sisters he had been avoiding, and a former CQll-;, ..., 
panion of his, were at the hospital door to take the prodigal home. 
Jack has kept his word. As soon as he could drag himself to 
.. 
church, he went to confession, one cOUld say, "fell into the confessional" 
because the effort to get to church cost him all his physical strength. 
Every Sunday he can be seen at the six o'clock Mass. 
"It wasn't worth it. No good can come from giving up God. Never 
again," are his words. Another soul saved by the teachings obtained in a 
Oatholic school. 
CASE NO.4. 
Marion attended a Catholic boarding school one year; baptized at 
this sehool; is the only Oatholic in her family; went to st. Elizabeth's 
Grammar School for two years; attended St. Elizabeth's High School for two I 
years; took Oomnercial Oourse but received no certificate; went to work 
before school closed for the summer; scholarship was very poor. 
Marion was the youngest of alarge family and very poor. Her 
sisters had left the South and moved to Chicago. Marion went to live with 
her married sister. The sister was very sickly and her home desperately 
poor. In the middle of winter, in the Visitations of the Sisters, they 
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tound little toad and no tire except in the iron grate in the front room. 
In spite at poverty, the girl radiated happiness; there was never any cam-
plaining, just a hope that it would not always be like the present condi-
tions. The sister died and Marion was forced to look out for herself. For 
several years we lost all trace of her. She.appeared one day at the con-
... .., 
vent to announce her coming marriage. Her husband was not a Catholic, but 
the ceremony was performed by the priest. The home was ready and the hus-
band had a nice car that Marion had learned to·drive. The thought of a 
home with plenty of furniture and the pleasure of driving a car must have 
blinded Marion in her choice of a husband. 'Ne visited the home and saw 
husband and wife together. VIe were not favorably impressed; she had chosen 
unwisely and without consulting friends or relatives. One look at the man 
showed everything, end we '/!ere not wrong in judging him. Two months after 
the marriage, Marion found out that Smith had. a living viife. Her hopes 
were crushed; could she put her church laviS before this material happiness? 
A girl of character, she left immediately. This break has meant physical .... 
suffering, but peace of mind. She works hard and the traitor can enjoy a 
good position without thout;;ht of his contemptible act. 
If Marion hc...d had a mother to go to, pel.'haps "eLis experience 
would not have been hers; however, she is not ;:;1'i evint; over tho: afi'ai:;:'s. 
She is happy that she can still be a Catholic and receive strength through 
the Sacr-cunents. 
CASE NO.5. 
Ethel attended st. Elizabeth's Grammar School for four years; was 
I 
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baptized While attending this school; attended St. Elizabeth's High School 
4' 
for four years; she did not receive her diploma because of poor scholarship 
and for failing to meet her financial obligations. She did not apply her-
self to school work because of (1) home conditions (2) desire to socialize. 
Her home life was not happy. Buii~ss reverses caused the father 
to drink. For a time mother and daughter left home. The father had no 
fa! th but the mother was a lukewarm Oatholic. Edvorce proceedings were 
pending but the little faith the mother had won out and father and mother 
are t oget h er aga in. One of the rules of the school is that every student 
be at St. Elizabeth's Church on the 4th Sunday for nine o'clock Mass. Every 
Oatholic student is expected to go to Oommunion. Neglect of this rule 
allows us to think the student is not a practical Catholic. Ethel neglecte 
to go to the Sacraments with her classmates. It was a sign something was 
wrong. Directly after graduation Ethel contracted marriage before a J"ustice 
of the Peace. We saw no more of her for three years. 
. .. 
The Sisters, ever on the trail of the erring, finally located the 
Ullhappy girl. Separation fram her Ohurch has cost her a great deal, but 
fortunately her foolish adventure could be corrected. The demands of the I 
OhUrch relative to the marriage ceremony have been met, and her husband is 
now taking instructions. 
OASE NO.6. 
jacqueline attended St. Elizabeth's Grammar School for eight years; 
attended the High School for four years; her entire schooling was received 
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in the parish schools; she was a Grade ffA" pupil; her best work was done in 
.' French and English; a scholarship was pending, but unfortunately the offer 
had to be withdrawn. 
Jacqueline's home life has been very happy. Her people own their 
own house, hence she did not have to experie~c~ unpleasant housing condi-
tions. The mother bec8lll.e a Catholic before Jacqueline W'"d,S born, so the girl 
knows no other religion. For a time our young friend had hopes of entering 
.. 
a convent. She realized her outstanding fault, a violent temper, must be 
curbed, or else no convent for her. No n~ with her particular examen could 
show more meticulous care than did Jacqueline. One day she rushed from th3 
classroom without permission. She reported at the office and declared it 
was either leave the classroom as she did, or lose her temper and be dis-
respectful to the Sister. The battle is still BOing on, but the convent 
doesn't seem to be the goal. Financial conditions will keep her home. 
Shortly after school was over, Jacqueline found a position. 
man in the office was an apostate Catholic. Jacqueline was fearless in 
her defense of the Church. It meant nothing to her if this defense would 
cause her dismissal. She gave the work up later because of the advances 
made by t he man. 
Her faith is everything to the girl, and the commandments of. God 
are her guide. Whether marriage or the convent will be hers, she will 
ever be the sincere champion of a Catholic education. 
I 
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CASE NO.7. 
Louise attended a Catholic boarding school for two years; entered 
st. Elizabeth's High School and repeated her second year; was graduated at 
the end of the 3rd year from the Cormnercial ~~se; was a "E" student at 
school. 
In her early days Louise did not bavt the home training her father 
had hoped. Father and mother had been divorced. Louise remained with her 
mother" who permitted the young girl to do whatever she wished. The father 
married again and insisted that Louise should live with him. The boisterous 
and uncouth ways of this young high school girl were a problem to the 
father. The new home was well furnished, the "new" mother was cultured and 
the many friends, who came to the house, were of the "better" class. The 
father was willing to do anything to undo the early training of hi s daughter. 
A young n~n at the office said one day, ~r. Smith, why don't you send ~ 
Louise to a Catholic school?" That Fall, Louise was sent to a Catholic 
boarding school. Two years and the school could stand it no longer, so back 
to Chicago came our young lady. She entered the high school and for one I 
year every Sister's patience was tried. Little by little, the girl adjust-
ed herself, and with the acceptance, whole-heartedly, of the Catholic reli-
gion, the better side appeared. 
in her practice of her faith. 
Today she is a splendid leader, fearless 
Many a laugh she gives us rehearsing her early days and her im-
pressions of a Catholic school. Her father is tireless in Singing the 
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praises of the training found in the school. He has implicit faith in the 
4' 
Sisters and when a "problem" rises in regard to Louise, the Sisters must be 
consulted. Just before graduation, it looked as though Louise was "slip-
ping" and was gOing to interest herself in a young man not her equal. Im-
mediately, the Sisters were interviewed. LOuise was "big" enough to listen 
1- ..., 
and soon the lad found himself in the wrong house. She realized he was 
seeking her for financial reasons. He was discovered in tll~, and he was 
dismissed as only Louise could do it. 
The next question was, "To what college shall we send Louise?" 
Money was no object, but it must be a Catholic college. Fortunately, there 
are two Catholic colleges in Chicago that have opened their doors to the 
Colored student and Louise will graduate from one of them next year. 
Louise is a splendid example of What the Catholic school can do. 
She will always be a leader and her future work will need the training 
found in a Catholic Law School. 
CASE NO.8. 
Lucy attended public school for six years; attended Catholic I 
grammar school for two years; attended st. Elizabeth High School for four 
years; she was an "A" student with a special interest in English. 
Lucy'S father and mother are both college graduates. They are 
both aggressive Colored people. They are among the very few people of our 
parish who own tlwir own home. Lucy entered a Catholic school because of 
the attitude of some of the teachers in the public school, who were 
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apparently opposed to Colored children. The child beoame a Catholic after a 
.' year in Catholic school. She never rested until both parents attended in-
structions and were received into the Church. Daily, while a student at 
the school, she made a visit to the Blessed Sacrament. She is torn petween 
the school influence and that of the home. She has never been taught at 
home to curb her ideas, she has imbibed the bitterness of the mother, and 
with all the venom. of a radical, she exclaimed, "I hate white people." She 
hates them, yet is getting her entire educatiolt from the white people. 
She was a ditticult pupil to handle during her school days. She 
. was able to fool her companions because of her greater ability to talk than 
they. It would never enter her head that she was sowing seeds of discord by 
advertising half statements. For instance, she aroused an intense bitter 
feeling in her class, asserting the standard of the school was below that of 
the public school because a girl lett our school and had to repeat her third 
year. Never once did she think it necessary to find out fran the office that 
the girl had failed in her four subjects and had been requested to leave. 
She resented being corrected for this. In her fourth year she found herself 
disliked by almost every student because of' her superior attitude. 
I 
The girl is bright and could be a leader far good. The home bitte~-
ness has reaped a harvest in her and what she will be on graduating :from 
college, remains to be seen. 
If the mother could have been kinder to an only child and spared 
her this bitterness, a sweet girl would have resulted. She loves her faith 
and wants to be guided by it, but she is faoing a strange future. Will her 
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love for the Blessed Sacrament tower over her hatred for the white people? 
.' The school was very satisfactory when she was a vict~ of racial prejudice. 
Today, because the school graduated her on her honest rating, we find the 
mother disappointed because her prodigy did not graduate first in her class. 
From the bitter words that reached the Sisters, one wonders if the mother 
;, ... 
has really accepted the Catholic Church, or is she only using her membership 
to benefit her child. 
• The mother has always felt herself above the other parents. Is 
her "mis-education" gOing to be the cause of her daughter's "mis-education"? 
Intellectual pride is very different from human frailties. Will Lucy 
remain a Catholic or join the "Reds" for her belief seems to be "you have a 
right to do anything you think is right." Time alone will tell. At the 
present moment she is an ardent member of the Catholic Club of the college. 
CASE NO.9. 
George attended our school for two years; his marks were very 
poor, in fact, he failed c omplet ely. 
The boy entered our school from a neighboring high school. The 
mother and father brought him some weeks after school had opened. It has 
not been our custom to admit students from other high schools, but the 
mother told us that George had been baptized as an infant. The father, 
a graduate from a Catholic Law School, was a fallen-away Catholic. The 
mother was an Episcopalian and well educated. They had been married by a 
minister. As we are a missionary order we felt it a duty to admit the 
I 
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boy for his soul's sake and that of his parents. 
For weeks the boy had a very hard time. He had "cut" classes 
many times in the past. Our enrollment is small so each child is well 
sUpervised and George tbund it impossible to be absent from class even ten 
minutes. 
An instruction class was formed in the Spring. George was very 
irregular in attendance. He was told that he 1tvould be suspended from school 
if he missed another instruction. George missed instruction and the next 
morning he was suspended. The mother arrived on the seene at the opportune 
moment. In her quiet way she told George to come home with her and for 
two days George painted walls and ceilings. He found it easer to attend 
instructions and school after that punishment. 
TOday George is a Catholic, the mother becans a Catholic and the 
demands of the Church relative to the marriage ceremony were satisfied. 
Three sOUls were the reward of the inmense amount of patience 
shown by the Sisters. 
CASE NO. 10. 
Cerine attended St. Elizabeth's High School for two years; she 
was an average student; she received a certificate from the two years' 
Conmercial Course; she entered our school from a public grammar school, as 
a Methodist. 
We hear much about the influence of enVironment. Perhaps Cerine 
I 
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1s an exception. Her mother was not true to her, her father was a drunkard 
.' and the poor grandmother did her best to train her grandchild. The home waf 
always clean but she was forced to live in a frightful neighborhood. CerinE 
became a Catholic during her second year. Her grandmother died shortly 
before she finished school, so the poor girl.was forced to live alone With 
• ..n 
her father, a man she feared and did not love. 
Catholic. 
She became int erest ed in one of the student s of t he class, a non-
• They were married shortly after graduation. Life has been hard 
for them, but love seams to soften the poverty. They live in two basement 
rooms With four babies, the oldest four years and the baby, three weeks. 
The young father, atter obtaining work, was run down by an auto and has been 
confined to the home for eight months. During his days of sickness, he 
found time to think of God and the first place he "hobbled" to on his 
crutches was to church to be baptized. 
The young parents show beautiful reSignation, the fruit of their. 
good Catholic faith. They are poor, but they are not sitting back and be-
moaning the fact. The young father, cane in one hand and paint brush in 
the other, was dOing his best the other day to make the dingy rooms look I 
cheery. The father is dOing the li on's share in bearing t he burdens of a 
young family. 
In visiting families like this one, we realiz'e the beauty of the 
Catholic fal th and we are grateful that our school has been able to show 
them the wq. 
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CASE NO. 11. 
1im attended a Catholic boarding school for two years, beeaning a 
Catholic at the school; graduated from St. Elizabeth's Grammar School after 
attending one year; attended st. Elizabeth High School, four years, graduat-
ing as a "13" student. 
He attended Loyola University for one year - owing to financial 
.. 
conditions, he transferred to the University of Illinois where he can earn 
money serving meals. Each SUDmer he ret urns to Chicago and works the en-
t ire periOd. 
He lives at the Colored fraternity house where he has a splendid 
opportunity of showing how strong his faith is. The boys play pranks on 
him and set the alarm at unusual hours on Sunday, but Jim has never missed 
Mass. Many times he has been tempted on Fridays, but no steak or chicken 
dinner has made him forget his obligation as a Catholic. 
He has never been asked to join the Newman Club, so he contacts 
no Catholics. He attends Mass at the little church in the town. 
His ambition is to get his B. A. degree and no amount of hard-
ships swerves him from obtaining his goal. 
I 
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CHAPl'ER v. 
FINDINGS .AND REC ClI1MENDATI ONS 
CONCLUSION 
The stOry .£! §1. Elizabeth Parish and .lli. Negro has shown an at-
tempt to adjust a people who have come fram rural districts with their 
Southern manners, habits and traditions to a Northern urban comullmity; to a 
city where "interior economic circumstances, inadequate housl.ng, artificial 
restriction of residential area, difference in application of the public 
health program, and f'acilities"39 make it very difficult to improve their 
status. 
St. Elizabeth t s Church is furnishing an educational environment 
of her Sacraments, "divinely efficacious means of grace"40 and her schools 
are supplying a ftl1terary, social, domestic and religious education."41 
She is making every effort to develop strong convictions and sound princi-
ples while establishing correct moral habits. 
The church and schools have been and are cri tlcized because of 
their so-called "lim Crow" attitude. No one, because of color or creed, 
39 !Preface ~Racial Understanding, p. 10 
40 Encyclical .2! Christ ian Edooatlon Sf! Youth, p. 62. 
4l 
. .ill!. t p. 63. 
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has been refused a welcome in the church or in the schools. Our district 
.' is almost entirely inhabited by Colored people, hence our congregation is 
largely of one race except at the noon day Mass on holydays when we find 
many white worshippers kneeling in harmony beside their darker brothers of 
the faith. During the sixteen years the high school has been funct ioning 
. .... 
only one white student has sought admission and she was not refused. 
Colored students may be admitted in other schools but they are not 
.. 
always welcomed. ''The mixed school is the broader, more natural basis for 
the education o·f youth - but Sympathy, Knowledge and the Truth outweigh 
all the mixed school can offer. ff42 
In the high school are found teachers of both races who have not 
"made judgments on the basis of their own cUlture. n43 They are firm be-
lievers in the findings or conclusions of Charles Thompson of Howard Uni ver-
sity, namely:-
1. Doctrine of an inherent mental inferiority of Negro 
a myth unf'ounded by the most logical interpretation 
of the scientific facts on the subject produced to 
date. 
2. That the mental and scholastic achievements of Negro 
children,as with white children, are in the main a 
direct function of their environmental and school 
opportunities rather than a function of some inher-
ent difference in mental ability. 
3. That a philosophy of education based upon the current 
unwarranted interpretations of achievement differences 
between mite and Negro children as due to inherent 
racial mental inferiority of the Negro is not only 
42 Journal ~Negro Education, Vol. 4:1935, pp. 328-35 
43 Preface of Racial Understanding, p. 5. 
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unjust, but a little short of disastrous, especially in., 
view of the many other disabilities the Negro has to 
undergo in this connection after analyzing tests and 
survey.44 
The school has been criticized because the curriculum does not 
offer a Home Economics Course. It is claiIJi!,cfo few of the students pursue 
higher education. Many of our students start their college worle but 
failure to continue is a result of financial conditions in almost every 
• 
case. One look at the August edition of Crisis will show that the Negro 
is anxious for a college educatioh. According to the Crisis, 3467 Negroes 
received degrees from higher institutions of learning.45 This number, 
though large, is not accurate, for the graduet es of Xavier University of 
New Orleans were not listed. 
The school recognizes the necessity of a Home Economics Course 
but financial conditions prevent any course except sewing. .,Jhen the new 
high school becomes a reality the course will have due recognition. ~ 
The work of st. Elizabeth's cannot be measured by her church and 
school buildings. It can be measured by her people. Her belief in edu-
cation is the same as that of Booker T. Washington who says, ffAny education 
is to my mind 'high' that enables the individual to do the very best work 
for the people by whom he is surrounded. Any education is 'low' which 
44 Charles Thompson, Annals .2! American Academy: Education Achievements 
of Negro Children, pp. 193-208 
45 CrisiS: 46:1939, pp. 234,38 
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"J 'I" / 
does not make for character and effective service. H45 
.' 
The work done has been pioneer work and her difficulty has been to 
educate the people of Chicago who did not know the Negro. nIt was necessary 
to make him actually see that education makes the Negro not an idler or a 
spendthrift, but a more industrious, thriftj, ·~aw-abiding 01 tizen than he 
otherwise would be. It has been necessary to rrake them see that education 
which did not, directly or indirectly, connect itself with the practial ,. 
daily interests of daily life could hardly be called education ... 47 
The pioneer work has been successful. The Catholic education has 
and is having a tremendous and far-reaching influence on the Negro. 
46 Lyman Beecher Stowe, Booker T. Washington, Builder ~ Civilization, p. 56 
47 Ibid., pp. 60-56 
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